Understanding the World
•

Design a meal for the tiger using the sheet
attached. What do you think a real tiger
would like to eat? Would they eat the same
things as the tiger in the story?

•

Have a look at this video to find out more
about a tigress and her cubs:

Look at the ‘Picture News’ attached and the
different activities.

•

Have a look at this video by Judith Kerr she answers lots of questions about being
an author and an illustrator. Click here.

Expressive arts and Design
•

If you make your own play
dough at home, you could try
to make a sculpture of a tiger.
Use something to create
different markings and features
on your tiger.

•

Can you write a shopping list for
Sophie and her Mummy and Daddy?
They are going to need to refill their
fridge and cupboards.

•

Have a go at writing a letter to the tiger
from the story. What would you say to
him? Would you invite him to your

Have a go at some dough disco this

house for tea?

week. If you haven’t got play dough at
home, you can follow this simple recipe.
Follow Shonette’s YouTube page to see her
videos.

Mathematics learning

•
RE

tiger mask to look like the tiger

•

Watch the story at home using the link
for YouTube.

Physical development

Design and make your own
from the story.

•

Learning from
home: The Tiger
Who Came to Tea
(Week 6)

Watch the
story here.

BBC Dynasties: Tigers
•

Literacy learning

Upper Foundation Stage

In RE we are thinking about the Christian
value of hope.

Can you practise some number
sentences this week? There are some
addition and some subtraction. Find
something at home to help you count
or you could even have a go at using

Last week you thought about your hopes

the number line to count forwards and

for Year 1.

backwards.

This week, think about your hopes for
the future as an adult.
I wonder what job you would like to do?
Where would you like to live?
Would you like to learn a new skill?
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Use this sheet to let a grown-up write down all your thoughts on this
week’s story.
-

What can you see? Who could be travelling on this plane?
Do you know who the Prime Minister is? Can you name any
members of the Royal Family?
Do you think having the colour red, white and blue on this plane
is a good idea? Do you think the plane will look better?
Can you think of something you have decorated? What did you
decorate? How did you decorate it?

